
Perth Collegiate Guitar – Self Evaluation 
 

Name___________________________________________Grade__________________Credit Wanted______________________ 

 

Criteria: Below Level  
(Below 50%) 

Level 1 

Needs Improvement 

(50% - 59%) 

Level 2 

Satisfactory 

(60% - 69%) 

Level 3 

Good 

(70% - 79%) 

Level 4 

Excellent 

(80% - 100%) 

Pitch      

To perform the 

correct notes 

To perform in 

tune  

I perform few of the 

notes correctly; 

Seldom in tune 

I perform some of the 

notes correctly; 

sometimes in tune 

I perform most of the 

notes correctly; 

In tune most of the 

time 

I perform almost all of 

the notes correctly; 

Almost always in tune 

I perform all of the 

notes correctly; 

always in tune 

Rhythm      

To perform the 

correct rhythm 

I perform little of the 

rhythm correctly 

 

I perform some of the 

rhythm correctly 

 

I perform most of the 

rhythm correctly 

 

I perform almost all of 

the rhythm correctly 

 

I perform all of the 

rhythm  correctly 

 

Technique      

To use the proper 

technique 

  

I use the proper 

technique rarely 

 

I sometimes use the 

proper technique 

I use the proper 

technique most of the 

time 

I use the proper 

technique almost all of 

the time 

I always uses the 

proper technique  

Attendance  

 

    

To Attend Class 

Regularly 

I attend rarely I attend some of the 

time 

 

I attend most of the 

time 

I attend almost all of 

the time 
I always attend 

Behaviour  

 

    

To follow 

instructions and 

work 

productively in 

class. 

I rarely follow 

instructions. I am always 

distracted. 

I sometimes follow 

instructions. 

Sometimes I am 

distracted.  

I mostly follow 

instructions and am 

not distracted often. 

I follow almost all of 

the instructions and 

am rarely distracted 

I always follow 

instructions and am 

never distracted. 

Musicianship      

To perform with 

feeling 

appropriate to the 

selection 

I perform with little 

feeling 

I perform with some 

feeling 

I perform with 

adequate feeling 

I perform with good 

feeling 

I perform with great 

feeling 

Ensemble Work      

To perform as an 

integral part of 

the group 

I seldom perform as part 

of the group 

I sometime perform 

as part of the group 

I perform as part of 

the group most of the 

time 

I almost always 

perform as part of the 

group 

I always perform as 

part of the group 

Practice      

To practice 

regularly 

I never practice I practice once in a 

while 

I practice most of the 

time 

I almost always 

practice 

I always practice. 

 


